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Resumo

As formações consistem na organização de objetos ou entidades de acordo com

um padrão pré-de�nido. Elas podem ser encontradas na natureza, em animais

sociais tais como peixes ou colónias de insetos, onde a organização espontânea

em estruturas se veri�ca. As formações aplicam-se em diversos contextos, tais

como cenários militares ou de aplicação da lei, onde são utilizadas para aumentar

a performance operacional. O conceito está também presente em desportos cole-

tivos tais como o futebol, onde as formações são utilizadas como estratégia para

aumentar a e�ciência das equipas.

Os enxames de robots são uma abordagem para o estudo de sistemas multi-robô

compostos de um grande número de unidades simples, inspirado na organização

de sociedades animais. Estes têm um elevado potencial na resolução de tarefas de-

masiado complexas para um único robot. Quando aplicadas na coordenação deste

tipo de sistemas, as formações permitem o movimento coordenado e o aumento da

sensibilidade do enxame como um todo.

Nesta dissertação apresentamos a síntese de controlo de formação para um sis-

tema multi-robô. O controlo é sintetizado através do uso de robótica evolucionária,

de onde o comportamento coletivo emerge, demonstrando ainda funcionalidades-

chave tais como tolerância a falhas e robustez. As experiências iniciais na sín-

tese de controlo foram realizadas em simulação. Mais tarde foi desenvolvida uma

plataforma robótica para a condução de experiências no mundo real.

Os nossos resultados demonstram que é possível sintetizar controlo de formação

para um sistema multi-robô, utilizando técnicas de robótica evolucionária. A

plataforma desenvolvida foi ainda utilizada em diversos estudos cientí�cos.

Palavras-chave: Sistemas de enxame, controlo de formação, algoritmos evolu-

cionários, robótica.
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Abstract

Formations are the spatial organization of objects or entities according to some

prede�ned pattern. They can be found in nature, in social animals such as �sh

schools, and insect colonies, where the spontaneous organization into emergent

structures takes place. Formations have a multitude of applications such as in

military and law enforcement scenarios, where they are used to increase operational

performance. The concept is even present in collective sports modalities such as

football, which use formations as a strategy to increase teams e�ciency.

Swarm robotics is an approach for the study of multi-robot systems composed

of a large number of simple units, inspired in self-organization in animal societies.

These have the potential to conduct tasks too demanding for a single robot oper-

ating alone. When applied to the coordination of such type of systems, formations

allow for a coordinated motion and enable SRS to increase their sensing e�ciency

as a whole.

In this dissertation, we present a virtual structure formation control synthesis

for a multi-robot system. Control is synthesized through the use of evolutionary

robotics, from where the desired collective behavior emerges, while displaying key-

features such as fault tolerance and robustness. Initial experiments on formation

control synthesis were conducted in simulation environment. We later developed

an inexpensive aquatic robotic platform in order to conduct experiments in real-

world conditions.

Our results demonstrated that it is possible to synthesize formation control for

a multi-robot system making use of evolutionary robotics. The developed robotic

platform was used in several scienti�c studies.

Keywords: Swarm robotics, multi-robot systems, formation control, evolu-

tionary algorithms, robotics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Patterns are present in our everyday lives. In nature, from plants to animals, in

society, and in knowledge areas so apart as computer sciences and arts, patterns

consist of regular sequences or forms of structure, organization or action. The

use and recognition of patterns made possible and strongly contributed to the

development of technologies and techniques such as DNA samples comparison [1],

speech recognition [2], computer vision [3], anti-money laundering systems [4], big

data analytics [5], among others, and are object of study in several areas.

Formations consist of a speci�c use of patterns in individuals organization and

disposition in space. It is possible to �nd them in nature, where social animals

such as �sh schools and �ock of birds use motion according to patterns to improve

motion e�ciency, reducing energy consumption [6, 7], and as an anti-predation

behavior to decrease the exposure to predators [8, 9]. Humans make use of for-

mations for a long time, primarily in war tactics. These date back to ancient

Greece and Persia, with the use of formations such as Skjaldborg, a wall of shields,

and phalanx formation, a dense rectangular formation composed of infantry, which

increase troop mobility while maintaining protection. Later in Roman period, var-

ious formations are some of the contributions of this civilization to war science,

with the development of formations such as testudo and infantry square. The last

one was supposedly used latter in Battle of Aljubarrota, according to chronicler

Fernão Lopes, during the Luso-Castilian war in 1384-1397, and by the French

troops in Napoleonic Wars as an e�ective technique to repel cavalry attacks by

the infantry. Many other formations and tactics were also developed by the several

military troops across the globe, with numerous improvements during the �rst and

second World War. This military knowledge is still used, despite some of the old

formations had went into disuse, due to the improvements of the various military
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Chapter 1. Introduction

branches. The knowledge is also used in civil scenarios, such as in riot control situ-

ation by law enforcement authorities, where authorities' number is usually reduced

when compared with the number of o�enders.

Robots have been used in military and emergency scenarios for some time [10].

These allow for the conduction of missions with reduced troops exposure to dan-

gerous scenarios. On emergency situations, robots have their use in tasks such Ex-

plosive ordnance disposal (EOD), search and rescue, and to carry out tasks in toxic

environments [11, 12], reducing the exposure of the rescue and law-enforcement

teams.

With the advances on Arti�cial Intelligence (AI), the use of AI techniques in

military robots automation is a subject under debate and study [13]. Apart from

the numerous ethical considerations regarding the Laws of War and the Rules

of Engagement, the automation and use of AI techniques for military robots may

conduct to an improvement of the missions performance, as human factors continue

to present a high in�uence in accidents and incidents in the use of this type of

systems [14].

Several AI techniques can be used to provide robots' control. Moving away

from the traditional rigid programming, a main line of research now consists of

the use of AI control on robotics [15].

One of many scienti�c areas studying this problem is Evolutionary

Robotics (ER). This area of knowledge has the potential for control systems syn-

thesis [16] making use of Darwin's Survival of the �ttest concept. Through this

technique, the objective for the controllers to achieve is initially de�ned, and the

controllers are optimized based on how well they perform the objective, rather

than manually programed. The synthesis process usually takes place in simula-

tion environment, although it has been demonstrated that training or evolving

robots in real environments is possible [17]. The number of trials needed to test

the system discourages the use of physical robots during the training period [18].

ER can be applied on the control synthesis of both single-robot and multi-

robot systems. A sub-set of multi-robot systems types are Swarm Robotic Sys-

tems ( SRS). These are inspired in swarm societies present in nature, composed

of multiple simple units such as ants or bees [19]. The control of this systems

is decentralized, meaning that there is no central point of coordination. During

the control synthesis, swarm behaviour emerges, and the di�erent units coordinate

through the environment sensing and communication with each other.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In this dissertation, we combine the several concepts, through synthesis of

formation control for a SRS composed of Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASVs),

making use of evolutionary techniques.

The maritime environment was chosen as sea represents one of the major re-

sources of the Portuguese territory. Considering that the Portuguese territory

extends for 3.8 million km2, and that 97% of it is sea [20], this resource has an

elevated strategic interest and a large number of opportunities may arise from it.

This interest is ampli�ed due to the proposal for the extension of the continental

shelf, submitted on May 11th, 2009 and latter subject to addendum on August 1st,

2017 [21].

Despite representing the majority of the Portuguese territory, the sea contin-

ues to present several uncertainties and to be highly unexplored. The use of SRSs

has potential to transform this reality, invigorating how certain types of maritime

missions are carried out, and enabling a totally new class of these. Taking ad-

vantage of the key-features demonstrated by this family of systems, such as fault

tolerance, robustness and �exibility, as well as from the decentralized control and

self-organization, and provided that the cost of each drone is kept su�ciently low,

swarms of drones could be deployed in large numbers. Systems composed of large

numbers of drones could overcome some of the key limitations of current systems,

namely the ability to cover large areas, which is essential in missions involving

tasks such as search, monitoring, and patrolling.

The use of ASVs is justi�ed by the reduced complexity and cost of this sys-

tems, when compared with Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). The use of

underwater vehicles implies for an increased e�ort on enclosures sealing, and com-

munications and positioning systems design, as communications based on radio-

frequency are limited both on propagation and bandwidth. Inexpensive positioning

systems such as Global positioning system (GPS) are also unavailable underwater,

for the same reason. The use of surface vehicles also allows for the possibility of

interfacing both air and water environments, making possible for this systems to

act as information gateways between the environments, along with the collection

of environmental information from both water and air.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Objectives

The main goal of this dissertation consists of formation control demonstration on

a decentralized self-organized multi-robot system, or SRS. In order to accomplish

formation control, a number of control synthesis techniques will be studied, which

should allow for the produced controllers to successfully transfer from simulation

environment to real world conditions. The synthesized controllers should display

a number of key-features, such as fault tolerance, robustness, scalability and �ex-

ibility, typically inherent from swarm system.

1.2 Scienti�c Contribution

The work covered in this dissertation led to the following scienti�c contributions:

• A review on the use of evolutionary processes to accomplish formation con-

trol;

• Demonstration of the use of evolutionary robotics processes to synthesize

control for a multi-robot systems performing motion in formation patterns;

• Design and construction of an aquatic swarm robotic platform that served

as base in several scienti�c studies;

The conducted work has been published in several national and international

scienti�c conferences and resulted in 10 scienti�c publications:

• Vasco Costa, Miguel Duarte, Tiago Rodrigues, Sancho Moura Oliveira,

and Anders Lyhne Christensen. Design and development of an inexpensive

aquatic swarm robotics system. In Proceedings of OCEANS 2016 - Shang-

hai, pages 1�7. IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ, 2016. doi: 10.1109/OCEANSAP.

2016.7485496

• Tiago Rodrigues, Miguel Duarte, Margarida Figueiró, Vasco Costa, San-

cho Moura Oliveira, and Anders Lyhne Christensen. Overcoming limited

onboard sensing in swarm robotics through local communication. Trans-

actions on Computational Collective Intelligence, 9420(XX):201�223, 2015.

doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-27543-7_10
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• Miguel Duarte, Vasco Costa, Jorge Gomes, Tiago Rodrigues, Fernando Silva,

Sancho Moura Oliveira, and Anders Lyhne Christensen. Evolution of collec-

tive behaviors for a real swarm of aquatic surface robots. PLoS ONE, 11(3):

1�25, 2016. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0151834

• Miguel Duarte, Vasco Costa, Jorge Gomes, Tiago Rodrigues, Fernando Silva,

Sancho Moura Oliveira, and Anders Lyhne Christensen. Unleashing the

potential of evolutionary swarm robotics in the real world. In Proceedings of

the 2016 on Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference Companion

- GECCO '16 Companion, pages 159�160. ACM Press, 2016. doi: 10.1145/

2908961.2930951

• Miguel Duarte, Jorge Gomes, Vasco Costa, Tiago Rodrigues, Fernando Silva,

Victor Lobo, Mário Monteiro Marques, Sancho Moura Oliveira, and An-

ders Lyhne Christensen. Application of swarm robotic systems to marine

environmental monitoring. In Proceedings of OCEANS 2016 - Shanghai,

pages 1�8. IEEE Press, Piscataway, NJ, 4 2016. doi: 10.1109/OCEANSAP.

2016.7485429

• Miguel Duarte, Jorge Gomes, Vasco Costa, Sancho Moura Oliveira, and

Anders Lyhne Christensen. Hybrid control for a real swarm robotic sys-

tem in an intruder detection task. In Proceedings of the 18th European

Conference on the Applications of Evolutionary Computation (EvoStar),

pages 213�230. Springer, Berlin, Germany, Berlin, Germany, 2016. doi:

10.1007/978-3-319-31153-1_15

• Anders Lyhne Christensen, Sancho Oliveira, Octavian Postolache, Maria

João de Oliveira, Susana Sargento, Pedro Santana, Luis Nunes, Fernando

Velez, Pedro Sebastião, Vasco Costa, Miguel Duarte, Jorge Gomes, Tiago

Rodrigues, and Fernando Silva. Design of communication and control for

swarms of aquatic surface drones. In Proceedings of the International Con-

ference on Agents and Arti�cial Intelligence - Volume 2: ICAART, pages

548�555. SCITEPRESS - Science and and Technology Publications, 2015.

doi: 10.5220/0005281705480555

• Anders Lyhne Christensen, Miguel Duarte, Vasco Costa, Tiago Rodrigues,

Jorge Gomes, Fernando Silva, and Sancho Oliveira. A sea of robots, 2016.

Best Robot Video Award @ AAAI-16 Video Compettion (AIVC 2016).

Phoenix, Arizona. February 2016

• Fernando Velez, Aleksandra Nadziejko, Anders Lyhne Christensen, San-

cho Moura Oliveira, Tiago Rodrigues, Vasco Costa, Miguel Duarte, Fernando
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Silva, and Jorge Gomes. Experimental characterization of wsns applied to

swarms of aquatic surface drones. In Proceedings of the 10th Conference on

Telecommunications (CONFTELE), 2015

• Fernando J. Velez, Aleksandra Nadziejko, Anders Lyhne Christensen, San-

cho Oliveira, Tiago Rodrigues, Vasco Costa, Miguel Duarte, Fernando Silva,

and Jorge Gomes. Wireless sensor and networking technologies for swarms

of aquatic surface drones. In 2015 IEEE 82nd Vehicular Technology Con-

ference (VTC2015-Fall), pages 1�2. IEEE, 2015. doi: 10.1109/VTCFall.

2015.7391193

The work conducted by me, along with the research team, was also covered in

four national TV segments and 30+ international outlets, including IEEE Spec-

trum, GizMag and the Daily Mail.

All the used software modules, hardware components designs and speci�cations

have been made publicly available under the GNU LGPLv3 license, and can be

found on our research group's website1 and GitHub repository2.

1.3 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is divided into �ve separated chapters. After a brief introduction

and description of the scope of this work in chapter 1, a revision of the state of the

art on the concepts covered by this dissertation can be found in chapter 2. In the

following chapter, chapter 3, a description of the used simulation environment and

its setup is provided, along with the description of the conducted experiments. In

this chapter we also present an analysis of the achieved results. In order to move

from simulation to real world conditions, there was the necessity of building a

robotic platform with a set of key features that enable swarm robotic experiments.

Such robotic platform is presented in chapter 4, focusing both the manufacturing

process and the technical details of this platform. The built robotic platform was

later used in the conduction of a set of real-world experiments, described in the

same chapter. Finally, in chapter 5, a summary of the conclusions is presented,

along with some scienti�c question and topics to be approached in future work.

1http://biomachineslab.com/
2https://github.com/BioMachinesLab
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Chapter 2

State of the Art

In this chapter, we review the related work and the state of the art of the

domains covered by this dissertation. This review is divided into four di�er-

ent sections: (i) Swarm robotics, (ii) Formation control for multi-robots sys-

tems, (iii) Synthesis of control for SRSs, and (iv) Existing aquatic robotic plat-

forms.

2.1 Swarm robotics

Swarm robotics (SR) is an approach to the study of robotic systems inspired in

social insects and self-organizing animal societies [19, 32], such as bees and ants.

It relies in the use of robotic systems composed of large quantities of relatively

simple and inexpensive, autonomous robots with decentralized control, to solve

complex tasks [19]. In such systems, the robotic units make control decisions

based on individual sensors readings, coordinating with nearby robots. While

usually composed of homogeneous robots, heterogeneous SRSs are also possible as

demonstrated in [33, 34].

SRSs have a number of potential advantages when compared with traditional

multi-robot systems, such as inherent scalability, �exibility, and robustness to

faults [19, 35, 36], similar to what can be observed in social insects societies [37].

Theses systems are also inherently scalable [38] and do not present a single point

of failure [39]. Such properties make SRS suited to accomplish tasks where high

temporal and spatial resolution is a requirement, such as natural-life monitoring

and localization, environmental monitoring, and border patrolling.
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Simple behavior demonstration making use of SRSs usually include tasks such

as aggregation, �ocking, foraging, clustering, sorting and path formation, already

demonstrated in a variety of experiments [35]. Several studies were conducted in

the past in SR, both on land [34, 40�42], in aquatic environments [28, 43, 44], and

in the air [45, 46]. The majority of the studies have, however, been limited to

controlled laboratory environments [36].

Swarm-bots project [42, 47, 48] conducted experiments using up to 16 small

robots named s-bots [49], demonstrating task-oriented self-assembly behavior in a

swarm of robots. Through the use of a gripping system, the robotic units were able

to physically connect with each other and rapidly form structures. This allowed

them to perform tasks such as object transport [50], gaps [51] and hill crossing [52],

and navigation in rough terrain [49]. In this project, the maintenance of swarming

key-features was also subject of scienti�c study, and the scalability of the self-

assembly process was demonstrated [48].

In the scope of Swarmanoid project [34], researchers successfully demonstrated

an SRS composed of three di�erent types of robots (foot-bot, hand-bot and eye-

bot) performing a search and retrieval task. In this project, decentralized control

relying on limited communication and local information was used, in order to

achieve heterogeneous SRS coordination while navigating in a complex 3-D envi-

ronment. The use of evolutionary techniques allowed for the synthesis of arti�cial

neural networks (ANNs) controllers, leading to the emergence of a global swarm

behavior [34].

Other scienti�c contributions have been made, including CoCoRo project [44],

where researchers studied control synthesis for a underwater SRS, in order to per-

form monitoring and search tasks using local processing and information. Scerri

et al. [43] were able to demonstrate an SRS composed of up to 5 robotic units

performing environmental monitoring tasks. This system used a centralized con-

trol approach, which limits the deployment capacity in remote locations. Fi-

nally, Rubenstein et al. [40] used a scalable SRS composed of up to 100 low cost

robotic units named Kilobots to demonstrate collective behaviors such as foraging,

formation control, photo-taxis and synchronization.
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2.2 Formation control for multi-robots systems

The development of multi-robot systems often requires to �nd the right balance

between (i) simple and inexpensive units, and (ii) the units' sensing and processing

capacity. This balance may lead to poor �nal sensing ranges and resolutions, due

to hardware limitations. A bio-inspired strategy can be used to overcome such

limitations, such as the use of formations.

Formations consist of the organization of individuals in a particular arrange-

ment, or pattern [53]. Patterns are present in a majority of things surrounding us

in our daily lives. They can be found in several areas such as micro-biology [54],

geography [55], botanics [56] and in nature in general [57]. Formations are also

present in nature, such as �ocks of birds and schools of �sh [6, 58], which use such

strategies to increase individuals sensing capacity and motion's e�ciency, as well

as reduce vulnerability to predators [6, 59, 60]. Such concepts are also extensively

used in military and emergency scenarios to increase operations performance [61],

and in collective sport modalities such as football [62].

When used in multi-robot systems, formations allow to export some of the

properties veri�ed in nature to this systems. Through the use of an extensive

number of units spread across a large area according to a formation, it is possible

to increase the system's sensing e�ciency. This is done without adding a commu-

nication's overhead [63], in opposition to techniques such the one described in [23].

In these situations, each individual covers a speci�c area of the environment with

greater detail, and robots distribution in space is optimized.

Several studies were previously conducted on formation control and formation

control synthesis for multi-robot systems. According to Chen and Wang [64], Law-

ton et al. [65], Guanghua et al. [66], typical control strategies include (i) leader

following, a strategy where a subset of robots are chosen as leaders and the re-

maining as followers [40, 67�69]; (ii) virtual structure, approach where the for-

mation is treated as a �xed single entity from where the formation positions are

extracted [59, 70, 71]; (iii) behavior-based method, where control results from

weighing several individual behaviors according to their importance, such as goal

seeking or obstacle avoidance [65, 72]; (iv) arti�cial potential functions that make

use of potential �elds. In this strategy, the areas to be avoided, such as obstacles,

produce a repulsion force, while the areas to be occupied produce an attractive

force [73, 74]. The last control strategy consists of (v) graph theory based ap-

proach. In this method a graph is used to represent the robots characteristics and
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constrains, as it takes advantages of graph and control theories for the formation

control [75].

Formation control characteristics can also be divided into three di�erent seg-

ments, according to Michaud et al. [76]: (i) perceptual characteristics, (ii) forma-

tion characteristics, and (iii) control characteristics.

Oh et al. [77] adds an extra layer of classi�cation, accordingly to the sensed

and the control variables. The formation control techniques are divided among

three di�erent categories:

• Position-based control: each of the agents senses it position in the environ-

ment in respect to a global coordinate system.

• Displacement-based control: the positions are calculated from the displace-

ment in respect to a global coordinate system.

• Distance-based control: the agents control the relative positions and dis-

tances to the neighbors.

Multiple approaches also exist at the decision control process level. These are

usually classi�ed into either distributed [63, 65, 69, 70, 72, 78, 79] or centralized [59,

80, 81] control approaches.

2.3 Synthesis of control for SRSs

Control for SRSs can be synthesized making use of several di�erent tech-

niques. ER [16] is a promising research �eld that studies the use of automatic

synthesis of robot controllers, making use of evolutionary computation techniques.

Classic approaches based on manual programming have a tendency to impose a

high complexity level, and ER has become a more viable alternative [36]. Starting

with a speci�cation of the task to accomplish, an evolutionary algorithm (EA)

optimizes the candidate solutions, or genomes, and evaluates them according

to their performance accomplishing the speci�ed task. The optimization of the

candidate solutions follows a Darwinian approach, where the �ttest individuals

are the survivors [82]. Through this technique, collective self-organized behavior

emerges [16, 83, 84], avoiding the need for manual speci�cation of the low-level

and behavior of each individual in the swarm [85].
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Several scienti�c contributions making use of evolutionary synthesized control

were made in robotics �eld, demonstrating tasks such as coordinated motion [86�

88], area patrolling [89], intruder detection [27], synchronization [84], �ocking [90],

prey hunting [91], hole avoidance [92], chain formation [93], creation of communica-

tion networks [46], pattern formation [94], aggregation [95�98], and communication

emergence [99]. However, the majority of the studies were conducted in simulated

or in highly controlled environments, mostly making use of robotic platforms such

as the e-puck [100], the Khepera [101], the s-bot [49] and the Thymio [102].

Obtained high popularity in 80′s and 90′s, ANNs are algorithms inspired on

the computational process that takes place in a biological brain [103, 104]. Using

graphs theory [105], the ANNs can be represented as a set of nodes and vertices,

which represent the neurons and the synapses of a real brain, respectively [106]. In

this representation, the vertices are characterized by numeric values, the weights.

The set of this numeric values is named genome, which encodes an ANN parame-

ters, including the network structure and the connections weights.

ANNs have been extensively used in a variety of scienti�c studies. They

have demonstrated the successful performance of these in tasks such as pattern

recognition [107, 108], data validation [109], classi�cation [110], and industrial [111,

112] and robotic systems control [34, 42, 112, 113]. They present several advantages

over other algorithms, namely robustness to noise and to intra-network faults [104].

However, there are also drawbacks in their use namely (i) the high computational

cost required to synthesize ANN-based controllers, due to the large number of

required evaluations, and (ii) the presence of non-explicit knowledge, becoming

di�cult to extract rules from the neural network.

Through the use of ER techniques it is possible to synthesize ANNs based

controllers from where collective swarm behavior emerges [24, 38]. Synthesizing

control for groups of robots is then scalable: the emergence of control is only

dependent on the evaluation functions tailoring, being independent from the swarm

size.

As an alternative to the standard monolithic controllers, task decomposition

can be also be used in order to build complex robot behaviors [114, 115]. This

control architecture consists of the division of the main complex task into several

simpler sub-tasks, and synthesizing control for each of the sub-tasks [27, 115]. The

di�erent sub-controllers are then combined using an arbitrator, which delegates

the system control to one of the sub-controllers at a time [27, 114]. The technique

allows for a simpler job on �tness functions de�nition, taking advantaged of the

division-to-conquer methodology [114]. It has also been demonstrated that such
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technique allows for the synthesis of control solutions that are able to out-perform

traditional ER techniques, on single-robot systems [87].

Another challenge in the ER is how to transfer the evolved synthesized control

from simulation into real-world conditions. This presents a challenge since evo-

lution tends to exploit simulation speci�c characteristics, usually not present in

real-world conditions [18]. This is usually referred to as reality gap [116] and rep-

resents one of the issues why evolved controllers present a low performance when

transfered from simulation to real-world conditions [117]. There are several causes

for this problem, according to Miglino et al. [18], namely: (i) numerical simulations

usually do not take in account all robot's and environment's physical laws, since

models are often simpli�ed in order to reduce computational cost [118], (ii) simu-

lated sensors usually present perfect and noise free information, di�erent from real

sensors that introduce noise, and (iii) simulation and real sensors and actuators

may perform or be positioned in slightly di�erent locations in robots, translating

di�erent dynamics and sensing parameters. Several strategies, however, can be

adopted in order to overcome such challenge, as described by Miglino et al. [18],

namely: (i) the use of an accurate model that mimics the dynamics and the interac-

tion of the robot in the environment, which can be developed through the measure

of the real-world parameters making use of robot's sensors and actuators, (ii) the

introduction of noise during controllers evolution, and the (iii) use of a hybrid

evolutionary process, through prior evolution in simulation environment and the

continuation of the evolutionary process in the real-world conditions. Jakobi [116]

also proposes the use of a reduced simulation model, were the model is based on

a reduced set of features identi�ed as minimal for the controllers' synthesis, while

the remaining features are injected with noise. Koos et al. [118] on the other hand

proposes an hybrid model, where the controllers performance is evaluated both

in simulation and in real-world conditions. During the evolutionary process, the

controller periodically transfered, and the model is updated.

2.4 Existing aquatic robotic platforms

Signi�cant development was made on AUVs and ASVs robotic systems in last

recent years [119, 120], with application in several di�erent scenarios including en-

vironmental mapping and monitoring [43, 121�124], search and rescue [125, 126].

Despite the existing systems, these are usually expensive and only capable of simple

tasks. The use of evolutionary techniques in the control synthesis for aquatic robots

was also subject of research in only a reduced amount of studies. Some examples
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include tasks such as station keeping [127] and predator-prey [128]. Nonetheless, a

few more complex systems were idealized and developed to demonstrate coordina-

tion and environmental monitoring tasks [43, 44]. The di�erent robotic platforms

can be classi�ed and organized accordingly to the several di�erent characteris-

tics [120, 129], which include:

• Hull and structural components which holds the sensors, actuators and

processing components. Several hull topologies have been studied namely

single [126, 130] and multi-hull [121, 122];

• Propulsion systems, which can follow several topologies namely single

thrust (including both jet and rudder systems) [43, 126, 130] or di�erential

thrust [121, 122];

• Energy and power systems, which include a variety technologies in order

to generate (solar, wind and gas generators), manage and distribute (voltage

and current meters, voltage converters) and store (batteries and fuel) energy,

depending on missions type and the required autonomy;

• Navigation and control systems, which include both processing sys-

tems and the on-board software that performs navigation and coordination

decisions. Several on-board softwares and operative systems have been de-

veloped including Robot operating system (ROS) [131] considered the de

facto standard by the robotics community [132], and Mission oriented oper-

ating suite (MOOS)/ MOOS-IvP [133, 134] more commonly used in aquatic

robotics [135];

• Communication systems, which covers di�erent technologies including

radio [121, 126, 130, 136] and light [44], allowing coordination with other

robotic units, remote control and telemetry reporting to a control station;

• Data collection devices, usually named sensors, which enable to sense

speci�c environmental parameters. The collected data can either be used

by the control systems in the decision making process or stored for poste-

rior analysis. Typical sensors include compasses, Inertial measurement units

(IMUs) and GPS receivers [120].
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Chapter 3

Experiments with Formations

In this chapter, we describe the approach used to synthesize formation control for

a SRS where individuals have a limited sensory capacity.

The objective of the experiments is for the robots to accomplish a forma-

tion through the occupation of the formation's spots. Formations are composed

of spots, which can be de�ned as areas in space arranged in a pattern, when ob-

served from a macroscopic point-of-view. During the experiments duration, a robot

should move to each these areas, and keep within it. As a formation translates

and rotates in space, the di�erent areas (or spots) also move, and robots should be

able to maintain the formation through the preservation of their positions inside

the spots.

The �rst control approach consisted in monolithic ANN control synthesis (Sec-

tion 3.4). We further conducted experiments on FSM-based control synthesis and

compared the two control approaches (Section 3.5). Finally, in Section 3.6, we

assessed the robustness and fault tolerance of both the control strategies.

3.1 Methodology

The experiments were conducted in an unbounded simulation environment where

robots and formation spots are represented as circles, and can freely move in the

environment. In experiments, the robots must locate the formation's spots within

the environment and distribute themselves along them, in order to accomplish the

desired formation shape.
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Due to the need of a controlled environment and the level of complexity emer-

gent from the necessity of testing behaviors with large number of robots [34],

real-world experiments are usually not easy to perform. A common approach is

therefore the use of simulation environment. For that purpose, simulations where

performed making use of JBotEvolver simulation framework [137], developed and

extensively used within our research group. In order to accelerate the synthesis, we

used a distributed computation system also developed by our research group [138],

that accelerates evolutionary processes through tasks parallelization [137].

3.2 Experimental Setup

Each experiment starts with the generation of a formation to be accomplished

during the experiment. These consist in virtual entities de�ned by a set of spots

randomly distributed in a circular area around the formation's center. An exam-

ple of a randomly generated formation can be found in �gure 3.1. The formations

are also characterized by movement equations, providing translation and rotation

movement types. Each of the movements properties speed and direction are ran-

domly generated according to uniform distributions, with the parameters presented

in table 3.1. The use of randomly generated movement parameters allows for the

reduction of controllers' over-�tting to speci�c formation shapes and movements

settings. During the post-evaluation process other formation shapes were used, as

later detailed in subsection 3.4.1. A detailed compilation of the parameters used

in the experiments can be found in table 3.1.

Prior to the simulation process starts, the robots are pre-loaded with the char-

acterization of the generated formation, which de�nes the formation they have to

collectively achieve as a virtual entity. This characterization includes: (i) the for-

mation geographic center coordinates, (ii) the formation spots' relative geographic

positions, and (iii) a description of the formation movement, since formation mo-

tion can be decomposed into simple movement equations. The robots then make

use of this information to calculate the sensory information for each time step.

This technique allows for the robots to know the status of the formation they have

to accomplish, in each of the time steps, avoiding for the need of extra commu-

nication with the status information. It also allows for fault tolerance, as each of

the robotic units is able to calculate the formation status.

In order to evaluate how the synthesized controllers perform the desired task

and allow for comparison between several control approaches, four di�erent metrics

where created, namely:
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Formation spot

Robot

Figure 3.1: Illustration of a randomly generated formation used during con-

trollers evolution. The formation spots are identi�ed in yellow, while the robots

are pictured in black color

Parameter Value
Formation shape parameters

Available formation shapes
Random, line of bearing,
arrow, circle

Randomly generated shape object positioning
radius

[0, 15[ m

Line of bearing shape horizontal spacing 6.0m
Arrow shape horizontal spacing 6.0m
Arrow shape vertical spacing 6.0m
Circle shape radius 10.0m
Formations spots radius 1.5m

Formation motion parameters

Translation velocity [0.15, 0.4[ m/s
Translation azimuth [0, 360[ ◦

Angular velocity [0.015, 0.02[ m/s
Rotation direction CW, CCW

Table 3.1: Parameters used in the formations shape and motion generation

• Time of robots inside the formation spots allows to ascertain how con-

trollers perform into guiding robots to the correct position inside a formation

spot and maintain the robot within the spot boundary. An ideal controller

must maximize this value, producing a behavior where the robots occupy a

formation's spot and maintain their position inside it.

• Time until �rst total formation occupation measures the quantity of

time spent by the robots until all formation's spots are occupied from the
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beginning of the experimental run. This metric allow us to estimate how e�-

ciently controllers guide the robots into occupying the spots in the formation

and achieve the desired formation.

• Number of di�erent formation spots occupied by a robot allows to

measure the number of di�erent formation spots that a single robot occupies

while the experiment takes place. Since energy is a limitation in real hard-

ware, ideally the robots must occupy and follow a unique spot, since spot

changing may lead to unnecessary energy consumption.

• Time until a formation spot is reoccupied allows to ascertain how ef-

�ciently the swarm overcomes a fault situation. In a fault situation where a

robot becomes inoperative, a formation spot will become free, as the forma-

tion moves in the environment and the robot is inert. This metric measures

the time that a swarm as a all takes to reoccupy the unoccupied formation

spot, using a spare robot.

3.3 Simulation Model

For the experiments, a model was created based on the real aquatic robots de-

veloped within our research team [22] and later described in chapter 4. The real

aquatic robots were subjected to measurement of several parameters, namely accel-

eration, minimum and maximum speeds, turning rate and communication range.

All this measurements were then used to adjust the simulation model in order

to match the real robots' characteristics and minimize the di�erences between

simulated an real sensors and actuators. The use of complex physic and dynam-

ics simulation was avoided, in order to keep a low computational cost, as other

strategies were used to reduce reality gap, detailed later in subsection 3.4.1.

The simulated robots were equipped with three di�erent sensors, namely(i) a

robot sensor, (ii) a formation sensor, and (iii) a compass and position sensor. A

compilation of all the sensors con�guration parameters can be found in table 3.2.

3.3.1 Robot Sensor

The robot sensor allows for each of the robots to detect the distance to the closest

robot, in fours quadrants. This sensor, illustrated in �gure 3.2, covers the 360◦

area around the robot, and is divided in four segments oriented toward the angles
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Parameter Value
Robot sensor

Range 40.0m
Number of segments 4
Cone aperture 90 ◦

Formation sensor

Range 40.0m
dcommute 2.5m

Table 3.2: Sensor's parameters used in simulation experiments

0 ◦, 90 ◦, 180 ◦ and 270 ◦. Each segment is able to sense the distance to the closest

neighboring robot within a range limit, as previously identi�ed in table 3.2. This

sensor was implemented in the real robotic platform, latter described in chapter 4,

where each of the robotic units is capable of sensing the distance to the closest

robot in each quadrant, based on the information exchanged through wireless

communication. The sensor's range limit parameter used in simulation corresponds

to the maximum wireless communication range veri�ed between the real robots.

The response of each sensor's segment fed in the ANN is de�ned by:

i =


rsensor−dclosest_robot

rsensor
if rsensor − dclosest_robot ≥ 0

0 if rsensor − dclosest_robot < 0
(3.1)

where i is the sensor response in range [0,1[, rsensor is the sensor range

and dclosest_robot is the distance to the closest neighboring robot.

3.3.2 Formation spot sensor

The formation sensors sense the closest unoccupied spot, and provides three pieces

of information: (i) the relative orientation, (ii) the distance, and (iii) the relative

velocity. These information are computed based on the formation information

loaded on the robots prior to simulation takes place. The distance and relative

velocity sensor components present a linear response. In opposition, the relative

orientation calculation varies accordingly to the distance to the closest free spot.

When far from the free spot, the sensor makes use of robot's and spot's geographic

positions to calculate the orientation. When close to the free spot, the robot's and

spot's velocity vector are used in the calculation. This strategies has as objective

to �rst lead the robot to approach the spot and then to optimize its trajectory

to match the spot's movement trajectory. The following equations translate the
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Figure 3.2: Robot sensor is composed of four 90◦ sections, covering 360◦

around the robot, with rsensor detection range. In this example, for the top

right sensing quadrant, the sensor uses the distance to robot B for the calcula-

tion, as it is closer than robot C. The distance sensing is always made in relation

to the nearest robot.

di�erent sensor components responses, respectively the relative orientation (equa-

tion 3.2), the distance (equation 3.3) and the relative velocity (equation 3.4):

j =

 α
360.0

+ 0.5 if dclosest_robot ≤ dcommute

~vrobot]~vclosest_spot

360.0
+ 0.5 if dclosest_robot > dcommute

(3.2)

k =
rsensor − dclosest_spot

rsensor
(3.3)

l =
‖~vrobot‖ −

∥∥~vclosest_spot

∥∥
5 · rsensor

+ 0.5 (3.4)

where i is the sensor response in range [0,1[, which is fed in the ANN; α is the

di�erence between the direction to north and the direction to the closest free

spot (also called azimuth), varying in range [-180, 180[ ◦; ~vrobot is the robot's ve-

locity vector; ~vclosest_spot is the closest free spot velocity vector; dcommute is the

distance between the robot and the free spot at which the sensor commutes from

using the geographic position to use the velocity vector, on the orientation com-

ponent calculation; rsensor is the sensor's range; and dclosest_spot is the distance to

the closest formation's free spot. The several parameters used by this sensor are
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outlined in �gure 3.3, and are calculated from the formation's characterization

loaded in the robots, prior to simulation process start.

Figure 3.3: Parameters used by formation sensor. During mission, the robotD
must move to target t, and occupy it.

3.3.3 Compass and position Sensor

The compass and position sensor mimics the sensory information available in the

real robot, provided by both the compass sensor and the GPS receiver. The envi-

ronment is divided into a Cartesian grid, and the robots absolute position within

the grid is fed to the sensor. The strategy allows to map the absolute coordinates

to various latitude and longitude coordinates, when conducting experiments in

real-world scenarios.

3.4 Monolithic control approach

In this section, we present the results of the experiments conducted using mono-

lithic ANN controllers. In these, a single controller is responsible to provide both

guidance towards the closest unoccupied formation's spot and maintain the robot

within its boundary while it moves in the environment. Each of the robot must

occupy a position in the formation, as there are as many formation spots as robots.

3.4.1 Evolutionary Setup

In order to synthesize control for the monolithic approach, a generational evolu-

tionary algorithm was used. Each generation was composed of 150 genomes that
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(a) Line of bearing

formation

(b) Arrow formation (c) Circle formation

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the three available formation shapes used during

the post-evaluation phase. The formation spots are identi�ed in yellow, while

the robots are pictured in black color

correspond to di�erent ANN topologies. Each genome was evaluated in conditions

where both the number of robots and the formation's movement type is varied.

The �tness mean is then used in the selection process. Each evaluation lasts

2000 time steps, equivalent to 200 seconds. After all the genomes are evaluated,

an elitist approach was used. The top �ve controllers are chosen to parent the

next generation, where each genome origins 29 new genomes. The mutated 145

genomes plus the original 5 genomes constitute the next generation. This process

is then repeated for a total of 400 generations. During the evolutionary process, a

randomly generated formation shape is used, robots quantity is varied in the [3, 5]

range, and three di�erent motion types are used (rotation only, translation only,

and both), leading to a total of 9 simulation con�gurations.

The evolutionary setup was replicated in ten independent evolutionary runs,

with di�erent random seeds. After the evolutionary process had taken place, we

post-evaluated each of the runs' top controllers in order to obtain a more accurate

estimate on how well the controllers' perform the desired task, as well as collect

the set of metrics previously identi�ed in section 3.2. Each controller was post-

evaluated in a total of 162 di�erent simulation con�gurations, with each evaluation

lasting for 4000 time steps, equivalent 400 seconds. This number of simulation con-

�gurations is achieved through the use of three di�erent formation shapes (line of

bearing, arrow and circle, illustrated in �gures 3.4a, 3.4b and 3.4c respectively)

based on naval formation shapes described in [139]. Di�erent formation's move-

ment types are also tested: translation only, rotation only and both. Robots

quantity was again varied in the [3, 5] range. This set of con�gurations was then

repeated 6 times per controller.
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In order to synthesize ANN controllers where swarm behavior emerges, Neu-

roevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) was used [140]. This widely used

generational algorithm evolves not only the ANN weights but also its topology,

adding and removing connections between the nodes, during the evolutionary pro-

cess. Such technique as proven to conduct to reduced complexity solutions in some

situations when compared with traditional evolutionary techniques [141]. The de-

fault NEAT parameters were used to con�gure the algorithm, and can be found

in table 3.3.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
NEAT

Population size 150 Target species count 5
Allowed recurrency True Mutation probability 25%
Prob. add node 3% Probability mutation bias 30%
Prob. add link 3% Crossover probability 20%

Simulation Noise

GPS noise 1.8m Compass noise 10◦

Motor delay 500ms Heading o�set 5%
Speed o�set 10% Motor output noise 5%
Drift speed [0,0.1]m/s

Table 3.3: NEAT and noise parameters used in the controllers evolution

In order to enable the evolved genomes to better transfer from simulation

to real-world conditions, a conservative amount of noise was introduced to sen-

sors, actuators and environment during controllers evolution. This approach is a

computational-e�ective way of evolving individual that do not di�er in the simu-

lated and in the real environment [18]. A list of the noise parameters used in the

evolutionary process can be found in table 3.3. In addition to noise, each genome

tested in di�erent experimental setups with variations on swarm size and on the

formation movement type, speed and direction, increasing the transferability of the

synthesized controllers thought the exposure to an increased set of environmental

situations.

In order to evaluate the controllers, we used the �tness function represented in

equation 3.5, de�ned in function of the experiment's time step t. The �tness value

is calculated by the sum of the �tness components Φ (t) and Ψ (t), represented

by equation 3.6 and 3.7, from time step 1 until time step t. This means that at

each time step, the �tness value is a�ected by the previous time steps. The �tness

component Φ (t) was used to force the robots to occupy the formation spots,

while Ψ (t) forces the robots to keep aligned with the formation spot's motion

direction, once they are inside a formation spot.
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In equations 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7, squantity and soccupied are the number of forma-

tion spots and of occupied spots at a certain time step; T is the experiment's

duration in time steps; rinside_spot and rquantity are the number of robots occupy-

ing the formation spots at a certain time step, and the total quantity of robots;

and orientation_di�erence is the di�erence, in degrees, between the robot's ori-

entation and the velocity vector of the occupied formation spot at a certain time

step, given by ‖~vrobot‖ −
∥∥~vclosest_spot

∥∥.
F (t) =

t∑
t=1

Φ(t) + Ψ(t) (3.5)

Φ (t) =
sT

squantity · T · 10
(3.6)

Ψ (t) =

(∑rinside_spot

r=0 1− |orientation_di�erence|
180◦

)
· 10

rquantity · T
(3.7)

3.4.2 Results and Discussion

3.4.2.1 Performance

The normalized �tness scores from the highest performing controller of each of the

independent evolutionary runs are summarized in �gure 3.5. The best run �tness

value is represented by the red line.

In order to assess the controllers' performance, the metrics previously identi�ed

in section 3.2 where collected during the post-evaluation process. The results, ob-

tained on 4000 time steps long simulations, can be found in �gure 3.6, representing

the metrics for the evolutionary top controllers.

Through the Number of di�erent formation spots occupied by a robot metric we

can observe that robots occupy 1.221± 0.079 di�erent spots on average, meaning

that the robots have a high tendency of entering and following an unique forma-

tion's spot rather than change the occupied spot afterwards. For the formation to

be accomplished for the �rst time in simulation, it takes in average 473± 105 sim-

ulation steps or 24% of the experiment duration, represented by Time until �rst

total formation occupation metric. Last, robots spent on average 837± 75 simula-

tion steps inside a spot (or 42% of the experiment time), represented by Time of

robots inside the formation spots metric.
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the monolithic controllers �tness scores.
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Figure 3.6: Plot of the metrics minimum, average and maximum values. These

values are obtained from the top performing controller per evolutionary run, in

4000 simulation steps long experiments, and consist in the minimum, average

and maximum veri�ed values, per metric.

3.4.2.2 Behavior

In �gure 3.7, we can observe an example of a formation accomplishment making

use of a swarm of robots with monolithic control. In this situation, a randomly

generated formation is used. We can observe that when a formation spot is moving
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at a low speed or it is almost stopped, it is di�cult for the robots to maintain

their position within the spot boundaries. Such situation takes place in the �rst

1000 time steps of the formation accomplishment example, illustrated at �gure 3.7,

where the three spots at the middle of �gure 3.7a almost don't move through out

near 1000 time steps, observable at �gure 3.7b. In these cases, robots usually

adopt a circling pattern around the spot or entering and exiting the same, high-

lighted in red on �gure 3.7b. On the other hand, when formation spots move at a

higher speed, the robots are able to maintain their positions within the occupied

spot. It is possible to observe a waving pattern on the robots motion, identi�ed

in red on �gure 3.7c. This type of behavior is caused by the combination of two

facts: (i) actuators present in simulation are based on real robots' propulsion sys-

tem, which is unable to e�ciently work at low speeds and precisely correct the

trajectory, and (ii) a water current is present, leading the robots to drift in a

speci�c direction.

(a) t=0 (b) t=970 (c) t=1999

Figure 3.7: An example of the swarm accomplishing a randomly generated

formation with both rotation and translation movement, using a monolithic

controller. The black lines represent the robots' trajectory. The yellow cir-

cles represent the formation unoccupied spots, while the green circles represent

the spots occupied by a robot. From left to right: �gure 3.7a - status at the

beginning of the simulation (timestep=0), �gure 3.7b - �rst time formation ac-

complishment (timestep=970), and �gure 3.7c - status at the end of the simu-

lation (timestep=1999)

3.5 FSM-based control approach

On a second set of experiments, FSM-based control was used. The accomplishment

of a formation by a set of robots implies for two main behaviors: (i) for each of

the robots to reach a spot, and (ii) for the robots to maintain their position inside

the occupied spot. Taking advantage of task decomposition, the second control

approach consisted in the synthesis of control for the two behaviors. A Finite
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state machine (FSM) arbitrator (�gure 3.8) is then used, and it is responsible to

select between two available sub-controllers. Each of these sub-controllers consists

of an ANN, and the decision on the sub-controller to be used is made taking in

account the robot's position, i.e. if it is occupying a formation spot.

no Occupying formation
 position?

controller_0
go to closest formation's

free position

yes

controller_1
follow the formation 

spot

Figure 3.8: A schematization of the top-level FSM arbitrator. When the

robot is not occupying a formation spot, controller_0 provides guidance for the
robot to reach the closest free formation's spot. As soon as the robot enters

the boundary of a free formation's spot controller_1 is activated, aiming to

maintain the robot withing the occupied formation's spot boundary as it moves

in the environment.

3.5.1 Evolutionary setup

In order to make possible to compare both control approaches, the evolutionary

setup of the FSM-based control approach was similar to the one previously de-

scribed in subsection 3.4.1. Each robot should occupy a formation's spot, as there

is the same quantity of robots and spots. The same elitist approach previously

described in section 3.4.1 was on genomes evaluation. Evolution was stopped at

250 generations, as �tness values started to stabilize. The experimental setup

was repeated for a total of ten independent evolutionary runs and the synthe-

sized controllers were also subjected to a post-evaluation, in order to obtain a
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more accurate estimate on how the controllers' perform the desired task. The con-

trollers evaluation was conducted using the �tness function previously described

in subsection 3.4.1 in equation 3.5.

In this control approach a FSM arbitrator (�gure 3.8) selects the con-

troller to be used among two available ANN controllers. Neuroevolution of

augmenting topologies (NEAT) generational algorithm was used to synthe-

size controller_0 ANN, while controller_1 was previously evolved and used in

several other scienti�c experiments (homing task in Duarte et al. [24, 27]) and

proved that it is able to successfully transfer to real-world conditions.

In order to increase the success on the controllers' transferability from simu-

lation to real-world conditions, noise introduction technique was used during con-

trollers evolution. A list of the noise parameters used in the evolutionary process

is summarized in table 3.3.

3.5.2 Results and Discussion

3.5.2.1 Performance

The normalized �tness scores from the highest performing controller of each of

the independent evolutionary runs are summarized in �gure 3.9, for each of the

controllers type. The best run �tness value is represented by the red line. Since

the evolutionary process of the FSM-based control did not present signi�cantly

improvements after 150 evolutionary generations, the evolutionary process was

stopped at the 250th generation. Through �gure 3.9b, we are able to verify that

the FSM-based control evolutionary process is more e�cient, as a higher �tness

value is achieved earlier and with a lower standard deviation, when compared with

the monolithic control approach represented in �gure 3.9a. This same observation

is also supported by �gure 3.10, where is possible to compare the �tness of the

evolutionary setup of both controller's types.

In order to be possible to compare both control approaches, there were col-

lected the previously identi�ed four metrics on 4000 time steps long simulations.

In �gure 3.11 is possible to observe the collected data. Through Number of di�er-

ent formation spots occupied by a robot metric, we can observe that robots occupy

1.195± 0.073 di�erent spots in average, meaning that the robots have a high ten-

dency of entering and following an unique formation's spot rather than change the

occupied spot afterwards. For the formation to be accomplished for the �rst time
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of both monolithic and FSM-based controllers �tness

scores.
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Figure 3.10: Fitness values for the highest performing controllers from each

of the controllers' topologies.

in simulation, it takes in average 510± 77 simulation steps or 26% of the experi-

ment duration, represented by Time until �rst total formation occupation metric.

Last, robots spent in average 937±17 simulation steps inside a spot (or 47% of the

experiment time), represented by Time of robots inside the formation spots metric.

In �gure 3.12, the average of each of the collected metrics are compared, per

controller type. Through this �gure it is possible to observe that the FSM-based

control presents a lower tendency to occupy multiple formation spots, despite it

takes longer to converge and occupy all the formation positions. Despite that fact,
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Figure 3.11: Plot of the metrics' minimum, average and maximum values.

These are calculated from the runs' top controllers, in 4000 simulation steps

long experiments.
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Figure 3.12: Plot of the metrics' average, per controller type. These are calcu-

lated from the runs' top controllers, in 4000 simulation steps long experiments.

the FSM-based control presents a higher value of time spent inside a formation'

spot.
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3.5.2.2 Behavior

In �gure 3.13 it is possible to observe an example of a formation accomplishment,

for each of the control types. On the top line, �gures 3.13a, 3.13b and 3.13c

demonstrate the behavior of the simulated robots with monolithic control, while

on the bottom line ones FSM-based control is used. It is possible to observe that

the FSM-based control provides a faster convergence of the robots to a position

in the formation (t=294 vs. t=311). Comparing the robots trajectory it is also

possible to observe that the FSM-based control provides a steadier guidance once

the formation spots are occupied (�gure 3.13f vs. 3.13c). The steadier control may

conduct to a better performance and e�ciency, since the energy consumption is

lower when compared with the robots with monolithic control.

(a) t=0 (b) t=311 (c) t=1999

(d) t=0 (e) t=294 (f) t=1999

Figure 3.13: Comparison of the swarm behavior when accomplishing a line

of bearing formation. In the top line images, a monolithic control is used,

and on the bottom line control is provided by FSM-based control. The black

lines represent the robots' trajectory. In order, from left to right: �gures 3.13a

and 3.13d - robots' positions and formation position at the beginning of simula-

tion (timestep=0), �gures 3.13b and 3.13e - �rst time formation accomplishment

for each of the control types (timestep=311 for monolithic and timestep=294

for FSM-based control), and �gures 3.13c and 3.13f - robots and formation po-

sitions at the end of the simulation (timestep=1999)
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3.6 Robustness study

On a �nal set of experiments, robustness and fault-tolerance properties of both

of the control types was assessed. While the simulation takes place, faults are

injected. As one of the robots is disabled, another robot should take its place in

the formation. For that purpose, the number of formation spots is lower that the

number of robots in the swarm, so there are spare robotic units.

3.6.1 Experimental setup

The objective of this set of experiments was to assess the robustness and fault-

tolerance of both types of control previously described. For that purpose, the

previous evolved controllers were subjected to a post-evaluation where intermittent

faults were injected. A common fault observed in real hardware was the clogging

of one or both motors within a robot. We aimed to replicate such failure condition

in the simulated robots by applying a temporary fault to one of the robots that

is occupying a formation spot, at a random time step. During the fault condition

period, the robot is unable to move during 500 simulation steps, after which the

robot recovers its functional condition.

In order to evaluate the performance of the controllers in collectively detect and

replace the faulty robot within the formation, a speci�c metric was used. Time

until a formation spot is reoccupied metric allowed for the measurement of the

controllers' e�ciency in replacing the damaged robots, by measuring how much

time a formation's spot takes to be reoccupied, after being unoccupied by the

faulty robot.

3.6.2 Results and Discussion

3.6.2.1 Performance

For each of the tested control types, Time until a formation spot is reoccupied met-

ric was collected. It is possible to verify through �gure 3.14 that the time until

a target is reoccupied when a fault occur is similar for both of the control types.

Using monolithic control, the swarm takes an average of 117± 41 simulation steps

or 6% of the experiment duration, considering 2000 time step long experiments.

When FSM-based control is used, the swarm takes an average of 121 ± 63 sim-

ulation steps or 6% of the experiment duration. A small subset of the results
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present a minimum value near to zero, i.e. the swarm takes virtually no time to

replace a faulty robot. These situations occurs when the spare robot is near the

spot to be occupied, leading to a small time of reoccupation. This is possible

to take place (i) when the fault injection occurs early in the simulation, and all

the robots are near the targets after the initial convergence to occupy the same,

or (ii) situations when the spare robot is near the spot to be occupied, leading to

a small time of reoccupation.
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Figure 3.14: Plot of the Time until a formation spot is reoccupied metric

minimum, average and maximum values. These are calculated from the runs'

top controllers, in 4000 simulation steps long experiments.

In �gure 3.15, it is also possible to observe how the remaining metrics vary

when faults are injected, in comparison to the situation where no faults occur.

The most notorious di�erences occur on Time of robots inside the formation spots,

since robots spend less time inside a formation spot boundary on fault injected

runs, as expected.
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Figure 3.15: Plot of the average metrics values per controller type, with and

without fault injection. These are calculated from the runs' top controllers, in

4000 simulation steps long experiments.

3.6.2.2 Behavior

In �gure 3.16 it is possible to observe an example of the swarm's behavior when

a fault takes place, as well as how the swarm recovers from the fault condition.

Initially a fault is applied to one of the robots occupying a formation spot (�g-

ure 3.16a and 3.16c). The spare robot then detects the just released spot and

moves towards it, occupying the empty formation spot (�gure 3.16b and 3.16d).

The path made by this robot from a standby position towards the formation's spot

is identi�ed in red.
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(a) t=685 (b) t=1250

(c) t=685 (d) t=1170

Figure 3.16: Comparison of the robots behavior when accomplishing a line of

bearing formation. In the top line images, a monolithic control is used, and on

the bottom line FSM-based control is used. The black and red lines represent

the robots' trajectory. In order, from left to right: �gures 3.16a and 3.16c -

moment in which one of the robots enters in a fault condition, (timestep=685),

and �gures 3.16b and 3.16d - moment in which the free formation spot is reoc-

cupied (timestep=1250 for monolithic and timestep=1170 for FSM-based con-

troller)

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, we described two formation control synthesis approaches, making

use of evolutionary techniques, for a SRS. The �rst control synthesis approach

made use of a monolithic arti�cial network controller, while the second used FSM-

based control. To perform the desired task, the robots should occupy the di�erent

spots of a formation and keep their position within the spot boundaries, as the

formation moves in the environment.
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We �rst demonstrated that both control approaches make possible the forma-

tion maintenance, achieved in an autonomous manner, as robots coordinate among

themselves to occupy the various spots in the formation. We then compared both

approaches and veri�ed that the hierarchal control synthesis conducts to a quicker

evolutionary process, as well as the de�ned metrics present a more fruitful result

when compared with the monolithic approach. The FSM-based control tends to

maximize the occupation time, as well as produce a more steadier guidance. Fi-

nally, the robustness and the fault tolerance of both of the controllers' types was

assessed. In this setup, fault injection was used. Through the results we observed

that the swarm is able to detect the fault as a system and to replace the damaged

robot.
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A New Aquatic Platform for Swarm

Robotics Experiments

In this chapter, we provide a technical overview of the design and development

process of a SRS platform composed of small and inexpensive autonomous surface

vessels (see Figure 4.1). The aim of the platform was to enable swarm robotics

experiments outside of a laboratory environment [24]. In order to develop a SRS,

several constraints have to be taken into account. For instance, in order to make

deployment of large swarms viable, the cost of each individual unit must be kept

low, which implies that robots must be kept relatively simple. The design of our

system was based on the following four objectives:

1. The solution should be a low-cost robotic platform. This was achieved

through the use of inexpensive o�-the-shelf and widely available components,

as well as through the use of digital fabrication processes.

2. The solution should allow for easy logistics, namely transportation and de-

ployment. This was achieved through the design of small and compact

units (65 cm length by 40 cm wide).

3. Each robotic unit should be capable of autonomous decision-making. This

was achieved through the inclusion of on-board processing, communication,

and sensing.

4. The system should provide a human-machine interface that allows an oper-

ator to monitor and supervise a swarm of aquatic robots. This was achieved

through the development of an easy-to-use command and control console.
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Figure 4.1: A swarm of eight robots (out of a total of ten developed) at Parque

das Nações, Lisbon, Portugal.

The developed robotic platform is versatile and customizable, and all hardware

speci�cation and designs, as well as all software modules, are made available as

open-source under the GNU LGPLv3 license, enabling replication and extension

by third parties. The total cost of each unit is approximately 300EUR in materi-

als. To facilitate studies on control synthesis and swarming behavior for real-world

robotic systems [28], we combined the robotic platform with our simulation frame-

work, JBotEvolver [137].

This chapter is based on an internationally published scienti�c article [22],

which sums all SRS platform design and development process.

In the following sections, we provide an overview of the design and manufactur-

ing of our robotic units (Section 4.1), a description of the onboard hardware (Sec-

tion 4.2), and software (Section 4.3). Finally, Section 4.4 contains some concluding

remarks.

4.1 Hull design

For our robotics units, we opted for a monohull-shaped vessel (see Figure 4.3),

which is machinable from a single block of raw material. The robots are relatively

small (L 65 cm ×W 40 cm × H 15 cm), and light (3Kg). While we have used low-

cost Computerized Numeric Cut (CNC) and 3D-printing fabrication processes and

materials, the open-source nature of the platform allows for di�erent fabrication

processes, such as casting. Our platform can furthermore be adapted to support

di�erent sensors payloads and actuators.
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4.1.1 Fabrication Process

We designed the hull and support parts in computer-aided design (CAD) soft-

ware (Rhinoceros 3D), which were then produced using digital fabrication tech-

niques. The hulls were milled using an Ouplan 3020 CNC machine, and 12 support

parts were produced using a BQ Prusa i3 Hephestos 3D printer. The use of dig-

ital design, modeling, and fabrication processes allowed us to quickly iterate and

optimize the hull and the support parts designs, and to have a short and inexpen-

sive design-to-product cycle. In total, we produced 19 di�erent hulls, 9 of them

prototypes, and 10 operational units. In �gure 4.2, it is possible to observe the

various hull designs produced, including the �nal one on the �gure's top right.

Figure 4.2: Di�erent hulls produced during the design-to-product cycles. In

this photography it is possible to identify the 9 di�erent hull prototypes and the

�nal design, on the top right.

4.1.2 Materials

We used extruded polystyrene foam (XPS) for the hull production since it is buoy-

ant, easily machinable, and inexpensive. This material can also be hand worked,

allowing for manual shaping and �nishing. The 12 support parts were 3D-printed

in Polylactic Acid (PLA), which is an inexpensive biodegradable thermoplastic.

The 3D-printed parts were installed in the hull using silicon-based glue in order

to support the di�erent hardware component, such as motors, shafts, enclosures,

and sensors. The shaft support design (see Figure 4.4) allows for a quick motor

and shaft replacement, reducing the repair time in case of motor breakdown. The
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(a) Top view (b) Front view (c) Bottom view

Figure 4.3: CAD model of the designed hull

Figure 4.4: Detachable motor support. The orange piece supports both the

motor and the shaft, and allows the module to be detached from the hull support

(in black).

�nal batch of robots were coated in black epoxy resin and �berglass in order to

increase strength and robustness, and to waterproof the hull.

4.2 Electronics and propulsion

Maritime environments represent a challenge for roboticists: the vessel's exposure

to harsh environmental elements, such as solar UV-light, heat, and salt water,

requires a high degree of isolation for sensitive components. Most of the electronic

components were therefore housed in one of two enclosures.
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4.2.1 Enclosures

We used 2.5 L (main enclosure) and 0.24 L (secondary enclosure) plastic containers

to house all the electronic components and circuitry. We found that this inexpen-

sive and �exible solution presents a degree of protection similar to IP67 standard,

therefore �tting our needs. The main enclosure contained the power source, along

with main processing and sensing components. The secondary enclosure con-

tained two diagnostic LEDs to facilitate immediate status reporting, and sensors

that needed to be isolated from electromagnetic interference from the motors or

other components in the main enclosure. The connections between enclosures, and

between components inside and outside enclosures, were made through IP68-rated

cable glands. In order to minimize equipment overheating, the main enclosure was

covered with aluminum tape to re�ect sunlight.

4.2.2 Propulsion

Several experiments with di�erent propulsion options were conducted, including

experiments with turbines and inboard motors. The turbine system, based on EDF

Ducted Fan Unit 6 Blade 66mm, despite fast and e�cient, proved prone to motor

oxidation and debris entanglement. We therefore opted for a di�erential propulsion

system composed of two motors coupled to a 4mm drive shaft with a 3-blade

28mm propeller. The drive shaft ran on a 255mm length shaft sleeve �lled with

lithium-based grease. This solution was chosen for the �nal batch of operational

units. Two di�erent motor models were used: (i) NTM Prop Drive Series 28-

30A 750 kv/ 140w and (ii) Emax 2215/25 950 kv 2-3S . Each motor is driven

by a HobbyKing 50A Boat ESC 4A UBEC electronic speed controller (ESC),

which present a current limit nearly twice the one necessary, therefore decreasing

chances of equipment overheating while providing good compatibility with the

motors used. The ESCs were installed outside on the bottom of the main enclosure.

This propulsion setup enabled the �nal batch of robotic units to move at speeds

up to 1.7m/s (3.3 kts), to achieve turning rates of 90 ◦/s, and to accelerate to full

speed in one second.

4.2.3 Energy

Energy was provided by two batteries, both located in the main enclosure: (i) a

unit that powers all the equipment related with motors and propulsion (motor
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battery), and (ii) a unit to power control, processing and sensing components (con-

trol battery). We conducted experiments with both lithium-polymer (LiPo) and

lithium-iron-phosphate (LiFePo4) batteries. LiPo batteries were chosen for the

�nal iteration of the platform due to their lower price and relatively higher power

density. For the motor battery, we chose a ZIPPY Flightmax 8000mAh 3S1P bat-

tery, which provided an autonomy between 1h30m and 4h30m depending on motor

usage. The control battery used was a ZIPPY Flightmax 5000mAh 3S1P, which

supplied power to all the remaining components through a Turnigy 5A (8-26V)

switched battery eliminator circuit (SBEC), that regulates and stabilizes the bat-

tery voltage to 5VDC. The control battery provided a run time of approximately

4h30m.

4.2.4 Computation & Communications

Onboard computation was provided by a Raspberry Pi 2 single-board com-

puter (SBC). The Raspberry Pi 2 is composed of a quad-core ARM Cortex-A7

CPU clocked at 900MHz, 1GB RAM, 4 USB ports and 40 general purpose in-

put/output (GPIOs) pins supporting diverse protocols such as UART, I2C, SPI

and One-Wire, which facilitates integration with di�erent electronic components

and modules. The SBC is located in the main electronics enclosure and is con-

nected to the remaining components through a custom breakout cable. In or-

der to enable communication between neighboring robots, we included a wireless

communication system using a TP-Link TL-WN722N High-Gain Wi-Fi adapter,

connected to the SBC through an USB interface. The adapter was coupled to a

monopole 4 dBi gain antenna, providing an e�ective communication range between

neighboring robots of 40m on the water surface.

4.2.5 Sensors

Various sensors were included in each robot, namely a GPS receiver, a digital

compass unit, and a temperature sensor. Global position information was provided

by an Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout, based on GlobalTop FGPMMOPA6H GPS

Standalone module [142], which was placed in the main enclosure. This module

is a 66 channel GPS receiver providing position updates with a 5Hz frequency,

and interfaced with the SBC through the UART protocol. It was coupled with

an active 26 dB gain GPS antenna, increasing the received signal quality and

providing positioning information with a ±3m accuracy.
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Heading information was provided by a STMicroelectronics LSM303D magne-

tometer, which interfaced with the SBC through a standard I2C protocol [143].

This unit contains both a triple-axis magnetometer and a triple-axis accelerometer,

allowing for the compensation of the magnetic readings according to the pose of

the robot. The location of the sensors in the vessel was also subject to experimen-

tation, since we veri�ed that high current wires, motors, and batteries interfered

with the magnetic �eld readings. Therefore, we installed the magnetometer in the

secondary enclosure, which was located in the prow of the vessel.

Finally, temperature information was provided by both the on-board SBC tem-

perature sensor and by a waterproofMaxim DS18B20 sensor [144]. The �rst sensor

was used to monitor the conditions inside the main enclosure. The second sensor,

positioned in the bottom of the vessel, was used to measure the water temper-

ature. This latter is a digital 12-bit resolution temperature sensor, which gives

readings in 0.0625◦C increments and has an error of ±0.5 ◦C. This unit has an

update frequency of approximately 1.25Hz and interfaced with the SBC through

a One-Wire standard protocol.

The location of the electronic and propulsion components on board each of the

robots can be found in Figure 4.5, and a summary of all the components can be

found in Table 4.1.

4.3 Software

The software that enables the control and monitoring of the robotic platform is

divided into three di�erent elements:

• An onboard software component, responsible for the control and manage-

ment of each robotic unit (Raspberry Controller);

• A console that enables command and control of the swarm by a human

operator (Control Console);

• An API layer, which makes the use of simulation or the real robotic hardware

transparent to the robotic controller (Common Interface).

4.3.1 Onboard Software

The Raspberry Pi 2 SBC runs a Raspbian Jessie 8_4.4.9-7+ Linux operative

system, which is based on Linux Debian Jessie 8 distribution compiled for ARM
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Component Make and Model

Enclosures

Main enclosure 2.5 L watertight plastic box
Secondary enclosure 0.24 L watertight plastic box

Propulsion

Motor (A) NTM Prop Drive Series 28-30A 750 kv/ 140w
Motor (B) Emax 2215/25 950 kv 2-3S
Shaft 4mm drive shaft
Shaft Sleeve 255mm length shaft sleeve
Propeller 3-blade 28mm propeller
ESC HobbyKing 50A Boat ESC 4A UBEC

Power

Motor battery ZIPPY Flightmax 8000mAh 3S1P
Control battery ZIPPY Flightmax 5000mAh 3S1P
SBEC Turnigy 5A (8-26V)

Computation & Communications

Single board computer Raspberry Pi 2
Wi-Fi Adapter TP-Link TL-WN722N

Sensors

GPS Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout
Compass STMicroelectronics LSM303D
Water Temperature Sensor Maxim DS18B20

Table 4.1: Robotic units components

architecture and with hard-�oat support. In order to interact with the di�erent

hardware components, we used several existent open-source software components.

A guide on how to replicate the robot's software system con�gurations can be

found in our team's GitHub page.1

The Raspberry Controller is the Java-based software running on board each

robot. This software is responsible for interacting with all sensors and actuators,

executing the behavioral control logic, and for communicating with nearby robots

and the control console. It relies on the Pi4J library to interact with the hard-

ware components, except for the interaction with ESCs, which is achieved using

the ServoBlaster kernel module. The source code for our Raspberry Controller

software is available under open-source license.2

ServoBlaster3 is a kernel module that enables the generation of pulse position

modulated (PPM) signals through the Raspberry Pi's GPIOs. This modulation

1https://github.com/BioMachinesLab/drones/wiki
2https://github.com/BioMachinesLab/drones/tree/master/RaspberryController
3https://github.com/richardghirst/PiBits/tree/master/ServoBlaster
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(a) Top view

(b) Side view

Figure 4.5: Robotic unit components

enables the transmission of position information encoded in temporal pulses [145],

the signal necessary to control the ESCs used in our robots.
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We use WiringPi v2.25 C library4 to manipulate the GPIO and to interact

with the di�erent sensors. To the access the WiringPi C library's methods from

the onboard software, we use Pi4J 1.1-SNAPSHOT library.

The communication between a human experimenter and the swarm is per-

formed through an ad-hoc IEEE 802.11g wireless network. An Ubiquiti BULLET-

M2-HP running OpenWrt Chaos Calmer 15.05 r46133 �rmware5 with LuCI Con-

�guration Interface coupled to a 12 dBi gain monopole antenna is installed at the

base station. The setup provided a communication range of 150m between the

base station and the robots operating on the water surface. Two pieces of infor-

mation are broadcast by standard on the network using UDP messages, namely

the robot's GPS position and keep-alive messages. When reliability is required,

such as when a robotic unit is teleoperated by an operator or when new control

logic is uploaded, TCP/IP connections are used.

In order to reduce the noise fed to the ANN controllers, a Kalman �lter [146]

is applied to GPS receiver and compass sensors readings, running at the on-board

software. Before the experiments execution, a compass calibration routine is also

run, assuring that the readings are standard and normalized.

To make transparent for controllers the transference from simulation to real

hardware, position information is translated to a Cartesian grid in the common in-

terface, previously described in subsection 4.3.3. During operation, the geographic

position of our experimentation area's center (38 ◦45 '57.9 �N 9 ◦05 '36.5 �W, in case

of Parque das Nações experiments) is mapped into the Cartesian grid center (0,0).

4.3.2 Control Console

For command and control, we developed a stand-alone multi-platform desktop

application (see Figure 4.6). This application6 enables the experimenter to control

and monitor a swarm of aquatic robots. Each unit's location and heading is

displayed on a map. Additional telemetry information can be displayed when

required, along with data collected by the on-board sensors. The robots' on-board

control logic can furthermore be updated through the console, and various spatial

entities can be con�gured and deployed to speci�c robots, such as waypoints, geo-

fences, and the location of obstacles to avoid. The software generates log �les

of the commands sent to individual units along with all broadcasted messages

4http://wiringpi.com/
5https://openwrt.org/
6https://github.com/BioMachinesLab/drones/tree/master/DroneControlConsole
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that enable o�-line replay of the experiments and facilitate o�-line debugging

and data extraction. Multiple instances of the control console can be executed

simultaneously, providing control redundancy and allowing for multiple operators.

Figure 4.6: A screenshot of the control console.

In order to assure correct synchronization between both robotic units and con-

trol console instances clocks, all clocks are synchronous with GPS time. This

strategy, enable us to correlate log �les from multiple sources using time informa-

tion. A Java-based time server was also developed (see �gure 4.7), providing time

information to all control station instances.

4.3.3 Common Interface

We developed a common interface API layer, which provides source code level

compatibility between control logic executed in simulation and on the real robots.

This component sits between the high-level control logic and the low-level hardware

interface, facilitating the synthesis of control and its transfer from simulation to

the real robots. The common interface was integrated with our simulator JBotE-

volver [137] in order to synthesize self-organized swarm control, which was then

transferred successfully to the real robotic swarm.
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Figure 4.7: A screenshot of GPS time provider server.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we provided an overview of the developed robotic platform, demon-

strating how the four key design objectives were achieved. Our solution represents

a simple, inexpensive, �exible, and open platform for maritime swarm robotics

studies, which can be extended and improved by third parties. The robotic plat-

form was used in the conduction of perliminary experiments on formation control

in real hardware. These experiments allowed to tune several simulation parame-

ters, contributing to future demonstrations.

This same robotic platform was also used in the conduction of several scienti�c

studies outside of the scope of this dissertation. Making use of it, we were able to

demonstrate the successful transfer of evolved control from simulation to real hard-

ware in a series of experiments [24]. In a �rst study [24], control was synthesized

for four canonical swarm behavior tasks: (i) homing, (ii) dispersion, (iii) clustering

and (iv) area monitoring. Afterwards, we experimented with a sequential compo-

sition of the di�erent behaviors in an environmental monitoring task, where the

robots had to navigate to a prede�ned area, disperse, cover the area while con-

tinuously collecting water temperature measurements, and �nally aggregate and

collectively navigate back to the base station [24, 26].

The described robotic platform also allowed to study the application of hier-

archical control synthesis for SRSs [87]. We tested this approach on an intruder

detection task with realistic constraints [27]. The robots had to monitor an area,

detect, and follow any intruder that attempted to cross it and periodically recharge

their batteries at a base station.
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In the studies discussed above, the performance and behavior observed on the

real robots was similar to the one observed in simulation [24, 27]. In this way,

the robotic platform presented in this chapter facilitated novel contributions to

the �eld of swarm robotics, and most notably, was used in the �rst successful

demonstration of evolved control outside of strictly controlled laboratory con-

ditions [24, 36], as well as to demonstrate the use of a SRSs in environmental

monitoring task [26].
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this dissertation, we showed control synthesis on formation control for SRSs,

making use of evolutionary techniques. The highly distributed and autonomous

nature of SRS can be advantageous in many real-world maritime missions, and

potentially enable completely new classes of tasks to be addressed. The use of

formations in such systems allow for a better use of the robots' sensory capabilities,

maximizing the coverage and improving e�ciency.

In order to provide formation control, two di�erent controller types were com-

pared. A �rst approach made use of a monolithic controller, composed of a sin-

gle ANN. The second approach made use of a FSM-based controller, composed

of two ANN and a FSM arbitrator. The present study demonstrates that the

monolithic control presents a less e�cient evolutionary process, when compared

with FSM-based control. As demonstrated, the controllers of the second type

also provide a more energetic and motion e�cient control, as the formations ac-

complishment occurs earlier. The time that the formation spots are occupied is

maximized and the traveled path is steadier, when compared with the monolithic

control. The use of task decomposition also presents an additional advantage, as

the division of the main task in sub-tasks allows for sub-controllers simpli�cation

and specialization on speci�c sub-tasks.

With the objective of conduction real-world experiments on control synthesis

for SRSs, we developed a SRS platform composed of small and inexpensive ASVs.

We successful produced a total of 10 operational robotic units, in addition to 9

prototypes. This robotic platform and its associated software stack was used in the

conduction of several scienti�c studies outside of the context of this dissertation.

It also has the potential for the conduction of experiments on formation control

transference to real-world conditions.
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5.1 Future Work

The conducted work has the potential for extension in several di�erent scienti�c

areas. Apart from the conduction of full studies on the formation control on real-

world conditions, there is also future work to be conducted both on the developed

robotic platform and on the control synthesis.

5.1.1 Robotic Platform

In ongoing work, several potential improvements to the platform can be studied.

In large-scale swarms, di�erent robots might be equipped with di�erent types of

communication capabilities and serve as gateways for the rest of the swarm [28],

or a few of the robots may be equipped with di�erent sensors payloads and share

information with the neighboring robots [23]. Such approaches can allow for the

increase of the swarm's capabilities, while keeping the cost of the average robot

low. In the ongoing work, the developed software stack can also be integrated with

the ROS, the de facto standard by the robotics community [132].

5.1.2 Connection Mechanisms and Control for Self-

assembling Surface Robots

As previously stated, SRSs are ideally suited for tasks where redundancy and

large spatial coverage is required. While the capabilities of simple units tend to be

limited, it has been shown that giving units the ability to form physical connec-

tions with one another, enables them to overcome the limitations of the individual

units [48]. In aquatic environments, self-assembly is particularly challenging for

two reasons: any connection mechanism must be robust enough to operate in harsh

conditions, and the stochasticity of the environment requires new approaches to

coordination of self-assembling robots. This line of future work consists of the

development of novel connection mechanisms for self-assembling aquatic surface

vessels and study control and coordination strategies for robotic swarms with self-

assembly capabilities. The proposed research is a signi�cant step towards a new

class of marine robots that are able to change their size and shape on-the-�y.
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